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5

Abstract6

This paper mainly analyzes the influence of cabinet characteristics on the shielding7

effectiveness of the transmission control cabinet. Through the CST electro-magnetic8

simulation software, the simplified model of the actual transmission control cabinet is9

established, and the excitation source is set. The influence of the opening position of the10

cabinet, the shape of the opening and the design of the shielding layer of the cabinet on the11

shielding effectiveness of the transmission control cabinet are studied, thereby improving the12

electromagnetic characteristics of the cabinet13

14

Index terms— shielding effectiveness, CST, opening position, opening shape, shielding layer.15

1 Introduction16

tal-shielded cavities have long been used to protect components and circuits inside electronic devices from17
electromagnetic interference and their shielding performance is measured by shielding effectiveness (SE). At18
present, domestic and foreign scholars have also done a series of research on the shielding effectiveness of the cavity.19
The EMC scanner directly obtains the electric field interference distribution on the surface of the transmission20
control cabinet, avoiding long-distance electromagnetic fields during wiring and reducing interference. Based on21
the interference situation and the coupling coefficient, [1] developed some auxiliary design software to solve some22
design problems of the electromagnetic compatibility of the transmission control cabinet. [2][3][4][5][6] used the23
time domain finite integration method to establish a coupled model of a cavity with plane wave radiation, and24
specifically studied the effect of the length, width and depth of the rectangular hole on the shielding effectiveness25
of the cabinet. [7][8][9] analyzed the scattering matrix equation and the transfer matrix equation of complex multi-26
cavity, and proposed a fast algorithm for multi-cavity shielding effectiveness based on electromagnetic topology27
theory, which improved the simulation efficiency and simulation precision. [10][11][12] used the pattern matching28
method and the matrix method to predict the shielding effectiveness of the metal-shielded cavity with perforated29
seams. Through cavity modeling, the shielding effectiveness of the metalshielded cavity with perforated seams.30
Through cavity modeling, the shielding effectiveness of a square hole seam is better than that of the rectangular31
hole when the hole area is the same. Therefore, to obtain the best shielding efficiency under the working condition32
of the inverter circuit, it is necessary to optimize the design of the high-power inverter power supply cabinet to33
achieve the optimal electromagnetic shielding effect.34

2 II.35

3 Based on CST Cabinet Modeling36

According to the actual inverter power cabinet, the cabinet model shown in The actual cabinet features such as37
cable bundle holes and gaps of the cabinet are reserved, and the material parameters of the simulation model are38
modified according to the actual cabinet material: The density at room temperature is 7850kg/m3; the resistivity39
is 1.3e-8 ?/m, the relative magnetic permeability is set to 0.98, and the electrical conductivity is set to 0 (both40
inside and outside the cabinet are coated with insulating varnish). The thickness is 8mm. Based on the model41
construction, CST simulation is used to analyze the electromagnetic characteristics and shielding effectiveness of42
the inverter power cabinet.43
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7 C) IMPACT OF SHIELDING LAYER ON CABINET SHIELDING
EFFECTIVENESS

4 III.44

Research on the Influence of Cabinet Shielding Effectiveness Set the excitation source to a plane wave, the45
excitation source radiation size is 1V/m, and the radiation source location is set to the center of the model46
cabinet, that is,The plane wave center coordinate is (400, 250, 750). The plane wave incident direction is47
perpendicular to the plane of the hole slot (Z-axis positive direction), Three field probes are set. The probe one48
is placed 100mm away from the cabinet, the field probe coordinates (400, 250, -100), and the probe 2 and probe49
three are set to coordinates (400, -100, 750) and (400, 600, 750) respectively. Through simulation, the shielding50
effectiveness of the transmission control cabinet under plane wave excitation is analyzed.51

The data of the simulated electric field curves in the two aperture modes are fitted, and the results are shown in52
Fig. ??. of the back-opening model is better than the bottom opening model by 5.63dB and 4.15dB, respectively,53
at the position of the field probe 1 and the field probe 2. The shielding effect of the bottom-opening model of the54
field probe three position is better than the backopening model of 1.98dB. Also, since the back of the transmission55
control cabinet is generally placed on the side of the ship, the back side is the ship’s silo shell, and the sensitive56
receiving equipment is not facing. In summary, we have found that under the premise of the same number, shape57
and area of the same opening, the shielding effect of the back opening is better than that of the bottom opening.58

5 b) Effect of opening shape on shielding effectiveness of cabinet59

To better study the influence of the transmission control cabinet structure on the shielding effectiveness of the60
cabinet, the shielding effectiveness was analyzed by changing the shape of the opening from a circle to a square61
and a regular hexagon. Due to the strict requirements on heat dissipation and cable bundle width, it is necessary62
to ensure the same opening area. The radius of the circular opening is 30mm. According to the principle of equal63
area, when the shape of the opening is changed to square, the length of the opening should be set to 53.17mm.64
When the shape of the opening is a regular hexagon, the side length of the opening is set to 32.99 mm.65

Plane incident waves with a radiation size of 1 V/m are placed in the center of the cabinet. Since the opening66
position is set on the back, the shape of the opening has little effect on the shielding performance at the positions67
of the probes 1 and 2. Therefore, only the shielding effectiveness of the position of probe three at the back of the68
opening is discussed, and the shielding effectiveness simulation is shown in Fig. ?? and Fig. 7. Among them,69
green, blue and red are regular hexagonal, circular and square opening shielding effectiveness. The shielding70
performance of the regular hexagon is almost better than the square in each frequency band. It can be seen from71
the calculation that the shielding performance of the entire frequency band is better than the circular 3.32dB.72
Therefore, it is determined that the opening is a regular hexagonal opening with a side length of 32.99 mm and73
a position of 50 mm from the bottom side of the back side.74

6 Fig. 6: Comparison of shielding effectiveness between regular75

hexagon and circular76

7 c) Impact of shielding layer on cabinet shielding effectiveness77

When there is alternating current or alternating the electromagnetic field in the cabinet, the induced the78
electromagnetic field inside the cabinet is unevenly distributed, and the current is concentrated in the ”skin”79
part of the cabinet. That is to say, the current is concentrated on the thin layer on the surface of the cabinet,80
and the closer to the surface of the cabinet, the greater the density of the current, so that the power loss81
of the cabinet is also increased. This phenomenon is called skin effect. Skin depth expression is In the actual82
engineering rectification, the magnetic permeability, conductivity, The formula (1) can be simplified to According83
to the establishment of the previous theoretical shielding model, the absorption loss of the shield can be expressed84
as .After the electromagnetic wave passes through the metal shield, the power loss is caused by the presence of the85
induced current. In addition, the heat of the material absorbs a certain amount of electromagnetic wave energy,86
and the magnitude of the field strength decreases exponentially. We can simplify the expression of absorption87
loss to It can be seen from the expression of absorption loss:1 = f ? ? ?? (1) 11 = = m 15.185 ff ? ? ?? ( )(288

1. When the shielding cabinet material is the same, the absorption loss is related to the thickness of the89
shielding cabinet. The thicker the shielding cabinet, the greater the absorption loss; 2. When the shielding90
cabinet material and thickness are the same, the absorption loss is related to the electromagnetic wave frequency91
that the shielding cabinet is traversed. The higher the frequency, the larger the absorption loss; 3. The absorption92
loss of the shielding body is also related to the skin depth, that is, the electrical conductivity and magnetic93
permeability of the shielding cabinet material. At the same frequency, the greater the conductivity and magnetic94
permeability of the shielding material, the greater the absorption loss.95

According to the skin effect, using the previously optimized transmission control cabinet, under the model of96
the regular hexagonal hole on the back side, optimize the setting again, and set a layer of copper foil on the97
inside of the cabinet, the thickness is set to 0.065mm, and the copper foil is laid. After that, the field probe is98
set and simulated in the same position. The comparison between the shielding performance and the unshielded99
layer is shown in Fig. 8. Blue and brown are the shielding effectiveness before and after the shielding layer100
is laid. From the shielding effectiveness diagram, we can find that the shielding layer can greatly improve the101
shielding effectiveness of the cabinet. The shielding effectiveness is optimized to an average of 7.63dB compared102
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to when not laid. Therefore, the shielding layer has the greatest influence on the shielding effectiveness of the103
transmission control cabinet, and the adoption of this measure is also indispensable in suppressing radiated EMI104
noise.105

8 IV.106

9 Conclusion107

This paper mainly uses CST electromagnetic simulation software to model and analyze the electromagnetic108
shielding effect of the cabinet under different models. The simulation results show that the shielding effectiveness109
of the back opening is better than that of the bottom opening under the premise that the number, shape and110
area of the same opening are the same; the shielding effect of the regular hexagonal opening is better than that111
of the circular opening and the square opening; The laying of the shield copper foil can improve the shielding112
effectiveness of the cabinet by about 7.63dB. It provides a theoretical reference for optimizing the characteristics113
of the actual transmission control cabinet.

Figure 1:
114
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Figure 5: Fig. 3 :Fig. 4 :
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Figure 6: 3 Fig. 5 :
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